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Experimental results show that hosing of a long particle bunch in plasma can be induced by wakefields
driven by a short, misaligned preceding bunch. Hosing develops in the plane of misalignment, self-
modulation in the perpendicular plane, at frequencies close to the plasma electron frequency, and are
reproducible. Development of hosing depends on misalignment direction, its growth on misalignment
extent and on proton bunch charge. Results have the main characteristics of a theoretical model, are relevant
to other plasma-based accelerators and represent the first characterization of hosing.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.132.075001
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Fabrication and rejuvenation of high quantum efficiency caesium telluride
photocathodes for high brightness and high average current photoinjectors
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(Received 20 October 2023; accepted 22 January 2024; published 8 February 2024)

With their high quantum efficiency (QE) and excellent photoemissive properties, cesium telluride
(Cs-Te) photocathodes are the current workhorse in the high average current electron accelerators around
the globe. Their ability to generate high brightness and high charge electron beams has opened the doorway
to numerous applications, including fundamental particle physics research, radiation therapy, high-energy
physics experiments, and high repetition rate free-electron lasers (FELs). Their long-term performance is
critical. In this work, we analyze the systematic production and rejuvenation of photocathodes via thermal
evaporation and deposition techniques (both sequential and co-deposition), showing excellent values of
QE exceeding 20% using deep ultraviolet illumination (λ ¼ 262–266 nm). To extend the photocathode
lifetime, the rejuvenation process is performed via multilayer thin-film co-deposition, demonstrating the
feasibility of reliably recovering the initial QE even after air exposure. We evaluated their final performance
in both high gradient dc and rf gun setups and obtained consistent results of QE and lifetimes. The
technique can be used in situ at the gun level, which significantly extends the sustained accelerator
operation without major interventions. These approaches significantly enhance the robustness and
performance of Cs-Te photoinjectors and represent a significant advancement for reliable high average
current electron accelerators and FELs.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.27.023401

I. INTRODUCTION

The advancement of the photocathode technology is
critical for a multitude of advanced lepton accelerator
applications. High brightness and high current electron
beams are particularly necessary for hadron cooling [1],
high average power x-ray free electron lasers (FELs) [2,3],
FEL-based extreme ultraviolet lithography machines [4],
γ-ray sources [5], electron diffraction microscopy [6,7] or
FLASH radiation therapy [8], and among many others. In
these applications, the electron bunch charge and brightness
are to some extent determined by the photocathode charac-
teristics and the electric field applied to its surface [9].
Traditionally, the photoemission from metallic surfaces

has been widely utilized for electron bunch generation in
accelerators. The main advantages are in their robustness

and their overall lifetime. However, their low quantum
efficiency (QE)—of the order of 10−5—limits significantly
the average current achievable in RF photoinjectors [10].
The limitation is mainly caused by a combination of metal
damage threshold and stringent requirements for laser
average power. For these reasons, next generation photo-
injectors used in the high performance electron acceler-
ators, such as the recently commissioned high repetition
rate FELs [11,12] are equipped with semiconductor photo-
cathodes. Recently, plasmonic photocathodes have shown
promise as a viable alternative solution by enhancing the
QE of metallic substrates by orders of magnitude [13–15],
although their performance in accelerators remains to
be seen.
High QE semiconductor thin films enable the production

of high bunch charge and high average current simulta-
neously with moderate laser requirements, and depending
on the choice of material they can operate at convenient
wavelengths in the visible and near-IR spectral range
[16,17]. Compared to metallic photocathodes, they present
a QE many orders of magnitude superior (with QE of up
to 20% and beyond). Unfortunately, they are chemically
highly reactive, which imposes demanding ultra high-
vacuum (UHV) conditions in the 10−9 mbar range and

*miguel.martinez.calderon@cern.ch
†eduardo.granados@cern.ch
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Transformer ratio growth due to ion motion in plasma wakefield accelerators

V.A. Minakov and K.V. Lotov
Novosibirsk State University, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

(Dated: November 22, 2023)

We report a recently discovered counterintuitive e↵ect where breaking of a Langmuir wave in a
plasma wakefield accelerator leads to an increase in the accelerating field rather than wave dissi-
pation. The e↵ect relies on the ability of transversely breaking waves to draw wave energy from
nearby regions due to the inflow of electrons oscillating collectively and the outflow of electrons
moving individually.

Wakefield acceleration of particles in plasmas is now
considered and studied as a possible way to future very
high energy accelerators [1, 2]. However, the plasma
wave that accelerates the particles also decelerates the
drive beam that creates the wave. For electron drivers,
this imposes a constraint known as the transformer ratio
limit, according to which the energy gain of the accel-
erated (witness) beam cannot be much higher than the
driver energy. The limitation arises because of the ratio
of electric fields, accelerating to decelerating, which for
longitudinally symmetric drivers cannot exceed 2 [3]. In-
creasing the transformer ratio to a value greater than 2
[4–8] requires precise control of the driver shape [9–13]
and is di�cult in practice [14], although feasible [15–17].
Therefore, even a relatively small increase in the trans-
former ratio is welcome, as allows a proportional increase
in the witness energy at a fixed driver energy.

Recently it was noticed [18] that the motion of plasma
ions can boost the longitudinal electric field by up to
40%, thus increasing the transformer ratio at no cost,
but the reasons for the field growth have remained un-
clear. In this paper we show that the field growth is not
a direct consequence of ion motion, but a result of local
wavebreaking caused by inhomogeneities of ion density.
The wavebreaking causes convective transfer of the wave
energy towards the axis which, in some cases, can over-
come dissipation of the wave energy. The study is based
on simulations with the axisymmetric quasistatic code
LCODE [19, 20].

First, let us show that convective motion of plasma
electrons as a whole can result in increase of the wave

FIG. 1. Illustration of the simplified model showing the driver
in red, the wakefield in blue, and the plasma particles and
their initial momentum in green.

amplitude, if some wave was excited in the plasma. Con-
sider the following simplified model (Fig. 1). Let us im-
part an inward-directed velocity to plasma ions and elec-
trons, which linearly depends on the radius r:

vr = �0.001r!p, (1)

where !p is the plasma frequency corresponding to the
initial plasma density n0. Then excite a wakefield in
this compressing plasma with a short positively charged
bunch. The bunch propagates in the positive z direction
without changing shape, and its density is

nb = 0.01n0e
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FIG. 2. The simplified model: time dependences of (a) electric
field Ez (blue line), ion density ni (orange line), and (b) ratio
of field energy density to ion density A = E2

z/(8⇡ni) on the
axis. Time is counted from the moment when the driver center
passes.
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Uniform onset of the long proton bunch self-modulation seeded by an
electron bunch in an overdense plasma
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UNIST, Ulsan 44919, Republic of Korea
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CERN, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland and Max Planck Institute for Physics, 80805 Munich, Germany
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Universidade de Lisboa, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal

M. A. Baistrukov
Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

and Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

(Received 16 June 2023; accepted 25 October 2023; published 14 November 2023)

The phase, growth rate, and onset of long proton bunch self-modulation in plasma can be controlled by a
preceding short charged particle bunch. In this paper, by analyzing the growth rates of the self-modulation
obtained from particle-in-cell simulation results, we identify two modes of self-modulation, namely noise-
seeded and externally seeded self-modulations, and investigate their onset timings. We find that a uniform
onset of the self-modulation at each slice of the long proton bunch is crucial for fine-tuning its phase and
amplitude. We then demonstrate that a low-energy and low-current electron seed bunch in overdense
plasma generates near-axis radial wakefields similar to those observed in the blowout regime.
Consequently, the resultant self-modulation is excited as a single mode simultaneously along the entire
long proton bunch.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.26.111301

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of much higher stored energy than that of laser
pulses and electron bunches, a proton bunch could be an
effective driver to create plasma wakefields for compact
electron acceleration [1–5]. The optimum bunch length for
generating beam-driven plasma wakefields is on the order
of the plasma skin depth k−1pe ¼ ðnpee2=ϵ0mec2Þ−1=2, where
npe is the ambient plasma electron number density, e the
elementary charge, ϵ0 the vacuum permittivity, me the
electron mass, and c the speed of light in vacuum [6].
Hence, the rms length of the proton bunch currently
available in most high-intensity accelerators (e.g.,

approximately 6 cm in CERN SPS) is too long to
effectively generate plasma wakefields. However, the
envelope of the long proton bunch can be self-modulated
by the transverse component of its own plasma wakefields
along the beam comoving frame coordinate ζ ¼ z − ct. The
self-modulation process forms a train of microbunches with
an initially constant separation of 2π=kpe, which resonantly
drives plasma wakefields, increasing the amplitude of the
wakefields close to the cold, nonrelativistic plasma wave-
breaking limit E0 ¼ kpemec2=e [1]. This amplitude can be
several orders of magnitude greater than that available in
conventional accelerators. The self-modulation can grow
from the inherent noise of the charged particle bunch [7] or
can be seeded by controlling its characteristics. It was
experimentally demonstrated that the self-modulation proc-
ess can be seeded by a relativistic ionization front (RIF) [8]
and also by a preceding electron bunch [5]. In this paper,
we mainly focus on the features of the long proton bunch
self-modulation seeded by an electron bunch.
Analytical theories for the self-modulation have been

developed assuming a bunch with a constant density profile
in transverse and longitudinal directions [1–3,9]. The
theoretical model, expressing the bunch distributions in

*Present address: Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Gyeongbuk
37673, Republic of Korea.

†mchung@unist.ac.kr
‡muggli@mpp.mpg.de
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A decomposition algorithm for streak camera data

Kaan Oguzhan,0,1 Lucas Ranc,0 Livio Verra, 1,2 Allen Caldwell0

0
Max Planck Institute for Physics, Munich, Germany

1
CERN,Geneva, Switzerland

E-mail: kaan.oguzhan@tum.de, ranc@mpp.mpg.de, caldwell@mpp.mpg.de,
livio.verra@cern.ch

A�������: We describe a novel reconstruction algorithm for time-resolved images obtained using a
streak camera. This algorithm operates by decomposing a recorded image into a set of individual
photoelectron-induced signals, thereby providing a powerful method for streak camera image
reconstruction. This deconstruction allows for a standard statistical analysis of the resulting image.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique by analyzing the temporal spacing between the
emitted fs-long laser pulse and its succeeding first, second, and third reflections within a thick glass
captured by a streak image.

K�������: Beam-line instrumentation, Data processing methods, Analysis and statistical methods

1Corresponding author.
2Now at: INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Frascati, Italy
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Elevating electron energy gain and betatron X-ray emission in
proton-driven wakefield acceleration
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(Dated: 8 March 2024)

The long proton beams present at CERN have the potential to evolve into a train of microbunches through the self-
modulation instability process. The resonant wakefield generated by a periodic train of proton microbunches can
establish a high acceleration field within the plasma, facilitating electron acceleration. This paper investigates the im-
pact of plasma density on resonant wakefield excitation, thus influencing acceleration of a witness electron bunch and
its corresponding betatron radiation within the wakefield. Various scenarios involving different plasma densities are
explored through particle-in-cell simulations. The peak wakefield in each scenario is calculated by considering a long
pre-modulated proton driver with a fixed peak current. Subsequently, the study delves into the witness beam acceler-
ation in the wakefield and its radiation emission. Elevated plasma density increases both the number of microbunches
and the accelerating gradient of each microbunch, consequently resulting in heightened resonant wakefields. Never-
theless, the scaling is disrupted by the saturation of the resonant wakefield due to the nonlinearities. The simulation
results reveal that at high plasma densities an intense and broadband radiation spectrum extending into the domain of
the hard X-rays and gamma rays is generated. Furthermore, in such instances, the energy gain of the witness beam is
significantly enhanced. The impact of wakefield on the witness energy gain and the corresponding radiation spectrum
is clearly evident at extremely elevated densities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrons can be efficiently focused and accelerated within
the plasma wakefield generated by a high-intensity driver, e.g.,
laser pulse,1 electron-2 or a proton beam,3 due to the presence
of very strong transverse and longitudinal electric wakefields.
The wiggling electrons then emit electromagnetic radiation
referred to as betatron radiation (BR)4–6 that is usually charac-
terized by a high brightness, synchrotron-like broadband radi-
ation. The pulse duration is equivalent to that of the electron
bunch, typically on the femtosecond scale, in various wake-
field accelerator concepts. BR in laser-plasma accelerators
has been observed experimentally in the keV photon energy
range,7 pursued by advanced experiments to boost the peak
brightness8 and expand the energy range.9 Advanced single-
shot phase contrast imaging with BR has been demonstrated in
experiment.10 Furthermore, BR can serve as a non-destructive
diagnostic tool for assessing electron beam parameters. As a
result, betatron spectroscopy has attracted attention in various
wakefield accelerator contexts.11–17

In contrast to laser pulses and electron beams, the proton
driver maintains its energy in a plasma medium over much
longer distances ranging from hundreds to thousands of me-
tres.18 The advanced wakefield experiment (AWAKE) Run
1 (2016-2018) at CERN has successfully demonstrated the
proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PD-PWFA) us-
ing the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) proton beam.19 Cur-
rently, the AWAKE Run 2 (2021-) is focused on achieving

the generation of a multi-GeV electron beam while control-
ling its emittance, which holds potential for particle physics
experiments.20 To mitigate the beam filamentation instability,
AWAKE deliberately operates at a density where the plasma
skin depth is on the order of the radius of the SPS proton
driver. The acceleration of the witness beam and the corre-
sponding BR at this plasma density have been investigated in
previous studies.16,17 These studies demonstrate that the elec-
tron beam accelerates up to several GeV energies. Simultane-
ously, the betatron spectrum is observed in the UV to X-ray
range.

Opting for the higher plasma density would necessitate a
smaller proton driver radius. Research into proton-driven
wakefield in these densities is less extensive compared to that
conducted in the AWAKE. In a simulation study utilizing the
long proton driver proposed for the RHIC-EIC project at the
Brookhaven National Lab, proton beams with radii of 100 µm
and 40 µm have been considered.21 The results revealed a sig-
nificant increase in the peak wakefield.

In this study, particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are con-
ducted to explore the influence of plasma density on the gen-
eral case of resonantly driven wakefield acceleration. The
peak wakefield in each scenario is determined by consider-
ing a long pre-modulated proton driver with a fixed peak cur-
rent. The strong scaling observed at low densities is ulti-
mately constrained by saturation of the wakefield growth at
extremely high densities. Subsequently, the investigation cen-
ters on electron acceleration within the peak wakefield, while
also examining the corresponding BR emission. The paper

Betatron	in	high-density	AWAKE	(still	with	the	PC)
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Double Pulse Generator for Unipolar Discharges in
Long Plasma Tubes for the AWAKE Experiment

Nuno E. Torrado , Nelson C. Lopes , J. Fernando A. Silva , Senior Member, IEEE,
Carolina Amoedo , and Alban Sublet

Abstract— High-voltage pulsed gas discharges can produce

suitable plasma for wakefield particle acceleration experiments.

Such plasmas are challenging loads characterized by significant

parasitic elements and fast impedance transitions leading to hard-

to-predict dynamic behavior. This hinders the use of solid-state

pulse generators to replace inefficient and limited lifetime spark

gaps or thyratrons. This article presents the development, sim-

ulation, and test of a new semiconductor-based double pulse

generator for a 5-m-long plasma load. It uses two successive

pulses. The first one consists of a step-up inductive discharge and

leads to a low current arc (10 A) enough to set the plasma to a

low impedance state. The second pulse, generated by a capacitive

discharge, increases the arc current up to 400 A. The pulses

are generated by two subcircuits integrated together and tested,

showing a substantial reduction of the required instantaneous

power compared with the one needed using a single pulse and

resulting in a high ionization fraction gas discharge pulse with

nanosecond jitter.

Index Terms— Gas discharges, high-voltage techniques,

insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), plasma generation,

plasma heating, pulse generation, pulse power systems, pulse

transformers, semiconductor switches, snubbers.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
EVERAL applications are being explored for long-length
plasma discharges, from industrial processes, such as

gas effluent treatments [1], fast room sterilization [2], and
large-scale surface treatments [3], to artificial magnetospheres
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[4], flash-lamps [5], and particle accelerators [6]. The latter is
the main purpose of the circuit presented in this article. Plasma
acceleration occurs in an electron density wave generated by
an intense laser pulse [7] or by a charged particle bunch [8] and
can potentially sustain electric fields 1000 times larger than
conventional radio frequency particle acceleration cavities [7].
The Advanced Proton Driven Plasma Wakefield Acceleration
Experiment (AWAKE) [6], [9] uses proton bunches to generate
a wakefield able to accelerate electrons with an energy gain
of up to 0.2 GeV/m [10].

The current AWAKE’s plasma source principle by laser field
ionization [11] cannot be indefinitely extended in length due
to the laser beam diffraction and an alternative length scalable
source is required to achieve higher particle beam energies.
Two technologies are being considered for the next stages
of the AWAKE experiment [12], a helicon plasma source
[13], and a discharge plasma source. The latter requires the
application of high-voltage and high-current electric pulses
able to ignite and heat long plasma sections. In this article,
we present a double pulse generator designed for this purpose.

The double pulse generator is designed to efficiently handle
the wide dynamic range of the plasma load characteristics,
and therefore, it is composed of two coupled subcircuits:
a step-up inductive discharge ignition circuit that produces
voltage pulses with amplitudes up to 120 kV at currents
over 10 A, much higher than the typical plasma breakdown
voltages; and a capacitive discharge heater subcircuit, which
increases the plasma current to more than 400 A while using
a voltage of up to 10 kV. The double pulse feature assures
a highly reproducible high-current plasma discharge, which is
the main objective of the circuit.

A. Gas Discharges
Plasmas can be created in low-pressure gases by unipolar

direct current discharges between two electrodes when a volt-
age difference larger than the breakdown voltage is used [14].
The typical V –I characteristic curve of plasma discharges
contains two reduced impedance regimes: glow discharges for
mA currents and arc discharges usually above 1 A [15]. Only
the arc regime produces a significant ionization of the gas,
which is necessary to attain the plasma properties required:
an electron density in the order of 7 ⇥ 1014 cm�3 with a
longitudinal uniformity better than 0.25% over 10 m. To
achieve this, the discharge is made inside a 5-m glass tube
with 25-mm inner diameter, filled with the working gas at a
variable pressure (1–50 Pa).
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A Higgs Factory is considered the highest priority next collider project by the high-energy physics
community. Very advanced designs based on radio-frequency cavities exist, and variations on this
approach are still being developed. Recently, also an option based on electron-bunch driven plasma
wakefield acceleration has been proposed. In this article, we discuss a further option based on
proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration. This option has significant potential advantages due
to the high energy of the plasma wakefield driver, simplifying the plasma acceleration stage, and due
to the breadth of particle physics research it will make possible. Its success will depend on further
developments in producing compact high-energy proton bunches at a high rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012 [1], at-
tention in the high-energy physics community has turned
to particle colliders that would allow its detailed study.
Indeed, several variants of a Higgs Factory are actively
discussed today, from linear [2] and circular [3] colliders
using RF acceleration to bring electrons and positrons to
high energy and recently also to an electron-bunch driven
plasma-wakefield acceleration (PWFA) scheme [4]. In
this article, we discuss the possibility of a proton-bunch
driven plasma-wakefield acceleration scheme. We find
that such a scheme is an attractive option as 1) it is more
compact than the conventional RF acceleration schemes,
and 2) is simpler than the electron-driven PWFA scheme
as staging is not necessary and as both positrons and elec-
trons can be accelerated in the proton-driven wakefield,
allowing for a symmetric collider. Significant challenges
are present, however, in providing the desired luminosity.
As such, this article provides a conceptual basis for such
a facility in the hope that the challenges described can
be met.

In general, acceleration in plasma generates interest
due to the very strong accelerating gradients it allows.
Initially, laser driven plasma wakefield acceleration was
considered in the literature [5] and it was later recog-
nized that the plasma could also be excited by an electron
bunch [6]. More recently, proton-driven plasma wakefield
acceleration was also introduced [7]. It has been demon-
strated that plasmas can be used for accelerating parti-
cles to relativistic energies; gradients well above 1 GV/m
have been achieved. For a recent review, see, e.g., refer-
ence [8]. Laser and electron bunch drivers do not carry
enough energy to bring bunches of particles to the en-
ergies needed for a high-energy collider, so that many
acceleration stages must be deployed. The advantage of
a proton driver is that the energy of the driver, using to-
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day’s technology, is su�cient to easily reach accelerated
bunch particle energies of the required level for a Higgs
Factory without staging, greatly simplifying the acceler-
ator complex. A limitation of the proton-driven scheme
has been the repetition rate of the driver, which limits
the achievable luminosity. With the development of fast-
ramping superconducting magnets [9, 10], this limitation
can be largely removed, making the proton-driven scheme
very attractive. The use of high-temperature supercon-
ductors to produce the fast-ramping magnets would make
the required cryogenic power acceptable.
In this paper, we briefly review the proton-driven

plasma acceleration scheme. We then discuss a possi-
ble layout for the proton acceleration complex and the
proton bunch parameters that would be required for our
scheme. This is followed by a discussion of the plasma
beamline needs. Given that these systems would be avail-
able, we have simulated electron and positron accelera-
tion in our proton-driven scheme. The simulations are
preliminary as the required numerical resolutions are not
available in today’s codes. However, the simulations in-
dicate the potential and give a basis for the expectations
of what could eventually be achievable. We then evalu-
ate the luminosity for a Higgs Factory based on our set of
assumptions for the proton-driven acceleration complex
and the plasma-based acceleration stage. Final focus pa-
rameters are taken from other studies. We conclude with
a discussion of the developments that would be necessary
to make this approach a reality.

II. PROTON-DRIVEN PLASMA WAKEFIELD
ACCELERATION

Proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration was ini-
tially considered assuming a short proton bunch [7] as
driver of the plasma wakefields. As short proton bunches
are not available today, an R&D program was devel-
oped [11] based on the concept of the self-modulation
of a long proton bunch [12]. The AWAKE Collaboration
has carried out a very successful experimental program
based on this approach. A recent summary of AWAKE
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Talks	and	Posters	…	and	Movies!

• ≥	20	talks	given	in	2023		

• 2024	has	just	begun:	
• Marlene	invited	to	AAC24	
• Expecting	AWAKE	contributions:		
• IPAC,	ALEGRO,	ICOPS,	MRE,	EPS,	…	

• AWAKE	movie	season	has	begun
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wcvz0Jx2RQ
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